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460Z5 Electric Paper Guillotine

The 460Z5 is designed to cut paper 

and light card up to 455 mm wide 

and 460 mm long

Max pile height: 5 cm

Min cut depth: 45 mm

accuracy +-0.2 mm on backguage

The machine body is shipped in a crate and bolted to the

base, 2 strong people will be needed to set up the 

machine.

To open the crate, remove all the screws that hold the top

lid to the base of the crate and remove the lid.

1. Assemble the stand.
The stand is supplied flat packed.

Assemble the  upper and lower cross bars to the side panels first.

Then assemble the rear cover and the zinc plated floor pan.

2. Remove the machine body from the base. 
Using at least 2 strong people, place the machine on the stand.

The machine body will precisely locate into the hollow sections of the stand frame.

The swing door is positioned and held in place by location pins on the hinge side.

The machine assembly is now fully complete.

Familiarization of the functional parts
Cutter stand

Cutter body

Tool bag containing the following:
Paper knocking up handle

Long allen key for adjusting the blade height

Small allen key set

Manual

Hook for pulling cutting stick

Allen key for removal of blade

Blade change handles

Cutter parts
A Lightbars left and right

B Front table

Led illuminated cut line

C Control panel

D Paper press

E Blade

E Blade carrier bar

F Backguage

G Side lays

H Lock and key

I Overload differential cut out switch

J Push buttons for pressing and cutting

K Push buttons for pressing only

R Reset button

Lcd display

Keyboard



460Z5 Starting Guide:

To turn on the machine:

circuit breaker reset off 

( note if the circuit breaker reset button is out the breaker switch will not stay up)

Switch circuit breaker to up position

Turn on key switch

the display will light up and shows: “please reset”

Press the reset button to make the machine backguage go to the 

home position ( duration 10 sec ) and return to last known position

( note the backguage will travel towards the back and then return 

forward ).

Setting pressing force icon lit >> Press: “enter”

using the up/ down button scroll menu to pressure setting

desired and then press enter to confirm/ set the value.

Setting the measurement units mm or imperial ( inches  + decimals ) 

icon lit >> Press “enter” and scroll to the word unit,

Press “enter” and toggle using the up and down arrows,

Press “enter” to confirm.

Beeper on / off icon lit >> Press “enter” and scroll to the icon beeper,

Press “enter” and toggle on / off, >> Press “enter” to confirm.



Operational Guide

The cutter will cut paper with a swing cut to the left, this means that the paper needs to be stacked

against the left side lay. Do not slam the paper against the backguage as you may drive it out of position.

Use the knocking up tool to get it square against the lays.

The backguage will position itself automatically according to the programmed set cut length. 

If you program a sequence of cuts, the cuts should always be programmed longest first.

It is is best practice to always start cutting the short edge first.

Once you have an acurate edge you can start to square up the paper with  the remaining cuts.

Hazard warning

The machine’s cutting blade is extremely sharp!

The edge of the blade is obscured by the paper clamp and should always be lower 

than the cutting edge of the blade.

There are 2 kinds of hazard using this machine

1. Crush hazard using the paper clamp

2. Cut hazard using the blade

Both hazards are guarded but the following interlocks for 

OnE mAn OPERATiOn; 

Do not use the machine using 2 or more people!!!!

Safety Functions:

Dual push button operation with 0.5 sec contact interval

If the buttons are not pressed at exactly the same time the machine will not start. 

Self checking lightbars will cut the motor power when they are obscured
(note that there is a 30mm opening under the curtain to front table to allow overhanging  paper to be cut)

Cut-out motor with brake with 0.1 sec sensor reaction time and 0.2 sec to full stop.
If the motor stops part way into a cut cycle, the machine needs to be reset to re- commence the cycle
from the beginning.

mechanical cutting blade hold back pawl, in case of motor brake failure and overrun.
If the pawl is hooked, a message will appear: “blade hooked” and the machine will need to be reset.

Hi friction worm drive that acts as a supplementary motor brake;
if the motor power is cut the worm drive will brake the motor in about 2 revolutions even if the motor
brake had failed

Cut out switch on hold back pawl that cuts out all power in the case the pawl is engaged 
due to overtravel.

Regular inspections 
The laws in certain countries vary but usually a 6 month or 
yearly inspection is required to ensure safety at work conformity.



 

BLADE AnD CUTTinG STiCK REPLACEmEnT

Blade replacement
Replacing the blade should be carried out by your cutter technician or a qualifed/competent person .

Usually the blade will need replacing after 2000 cuts.
(the cutting total is sored within the machines program).

The machnie has a blade change program feature which will partly lower the blade to allow access 
to the blade mounting screws;

Press enter and scroll to the icon spanner/ wrench.
Pres enter, toggle on / off, press enter to confirm.
On the next cut, the blade will stop part way down to allow access to the blade mounting screws,
(this is not an error!)

Remove the screws from the blade housing cover and take off the cover.

Using the cut operation buttons, partly lower the blade to allow access to the blade mounting screws.
(you can also use the blade change program feature as described above)

Once the blade has moved to reveal the securing screws, turn off the power, remove the screw 
1, 2, 4, 5 (See photo 1 below)

Turn on the power and press the reset button, the blade will return to its original position.

Insert the blade replacement handles ( 2, 4 as shown in photo 1 below)

With the blade replacement handles in place, remove the remaining screw 
( 3, as shown in photo 1 below)
grasp the handles and take the blade downwards and out of the machine.

Replace or sharpen the existing blade.

Once the blade has been changed, reset the icon to ‘off’ to re-commence full cuts.



 

Attention!!! you may need to re-set the height of the blade travel if a new blade is fitted;

The height of the blade travel can be adjusted by using 
the long allen key in the hole in the top cover;

A fraction of a turn is all that is needed

if the blade is lowered too much, 
it may cause damage to the machine

Levelling the blade

If the blade is cutting on one side and not the other, the blade will need to be re- levelled.
This is achieved  by loosening the blade screws that are loated on top of the blade housing.

Turn the blade to the mid position and power off the
machine, loosen the five screws.

Adjust the 3 screws (shown on left) using the M3
hexagon key on the blade frame, Adjusting the side
where the paper is not cutting, tighten (turn clock
wise) the screws by 0. 3- 0. 5mm at a time. 

Re-tighten the blade securing screws and test cut. 

Repeat or re-adjust if neccesary.

BLADE AnD CUTTinG STiCK REPLACEmEnT

The cutting stick can be pulled out using the hook supplied in the tool bag.

The cutting stick can be rotated and turned to give a total of 8 wear surfaces.

it should be a tight fit into the groove.

1. The cutting stick can be used eight times.

2. If the cutting stick is worn, just turn to another unused side, or replace.

3. With the blade at it’s ‘home’ position (heighest point), power off the machine.

4. Open the front cover, loose the inner hexagonal bolt, then adjust or replace the stick (Photo below)

5. The cutting stick should be laid to the left, then tighten the inner hexagonal bolts, 

before replacing the cover.



 

Pawl engaged error

What to do if the hold back pawl is engaged (blade hooked on display).

1- Find out why the motor overran.

2- Once this is resolved, then restart the machine and press reset for 2 sec.

The motor should reverse to it’s home position leaving the pawl free.

Backguage length error correction

After a period of use the backguage may be slightly out of position.

This can be corrected if the error is < 5 mm by the keyboard.

For a greater error the home position sen-

sor may need to be adjusted.

(the ‘home position sensor’ is located from

uderside the machine or by removing the

back gauge cover plate)

How to reset the back gauge < 5mm:

Turn the machine OFF

Turn the machine ON

Press the ‘Reset’ button whilst holding buttons ‘10’ & ‘11’ simultaneously

The display will display: ‘input calibration value’.

Press ENTER and encode the actual value you have measured, then press ENTER.

Turn OFF to memorize the new setting

Owner service recommendations

1- Always use a sharp blade.

2- Always use a new cutting stick.

3- Using LM grease, grease the blade carrier guides, paper clamp guides and backguage drive screw

and guides every 2 months.




